
Salsa On2
Integrating Dance into Physical Education 

Curriculum



What do you mean by Salsa On2?
Over the course of the past century many different styles of salsa have evolved.

The style that I’m going to be instructing about is referred to as Salsa On2.

It is also known as Mambo style, New York style, Night Club style, Eddie Torres 
style



The Salsa Music

Salsa music is played in 4/4 time, and has 4 beats to the measure or bar, and we 
dance within 2 measures, so we count 8 beats; and loosely say that we "dance to 
an 8 beat measure or bar", although technically it is two 4 beat measures.  

Many dances, not just salsa, are done within 2 measures, and therefore some 
people use the terms "musician's measure" and "dancer's measure".  

The "musician's measure" has 4 beats, while the "dancer's measure" has 8 beats 
and consists of 2 "musician's measures".



The On2 Basic Step
This is the foundational step on which the whole style is based upon

In our basic step, the man's left foot goes back and the woman's right foot goes 
forward on the 1st beat of this so-called 8 beat measure or bar.  We step with our 
feet on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th, 6th, and 7th beats of the measure .  

We do not step on the 4th and 8th beats.  

We actually "break" our movement, in other words we change body direction, on 
the 2nd and 6th beats of the measure.  We call it "breaking on 2",  or "dancing on 
2", or "bailando en dos".  This is mambo, danced forward and back, in a line or 
slot, not side to side or in a circle or square. 



The On2 Basic Step with a Partner
1st beat of the measure -  The man steps back with his left foot.    The woman steps forward with her right 
foot.
2nd beat of the measure -  The man steps farther back with his right foot, then changes direction, starting 
to lean forward with his body = "breaks forward on 2".   The woman steps farther forward with her left foot, 
then changes direction, starting to lean back with her body = "breaking back on 2".
3rd beat of the measure -  The man steps in place with his left foot, while his body is moving forward.  The 
woman steps in place with her right foot, while her body is moving backward.
4th beat of the measure -  No steps.
5th beat of the measure -  The man   steps forward with his right foot, in front of his left foot.  The woman 
steps backward with her left foot, behind her right foot. 
6th beat of the measure -  The man steps farther forward with his left foot, then changes direction, starting 
to lean backward with his body = "breaks back on 6".   The woman steps farther back with her right foot, 
then changes direction, starting to lean forward = "breaks forward on 6".  
7th beat of the measure -  The man steps in place with his right foot, while his body is moving backward.  
The woman steps in place with her left foot, while her body is moving forward.  
8th beat of the measure -  No steps.

https://youtu.be/DimToE_w4jk

https://youtu.be/DimToE_w4jk
https://youtu.be/DimToE_w4jk


Eddie Torres
Eddie Torres better known in New York as "the" Mambo King, has been a fixture to the New York 
mambo scene for quite some time now. He has been responsible for producing or helping to produce 
some of the best dancers to come out of New York. It’s safe to say even today, that most people in New 
York have been taught to dance mambo by Eddie Torres or by someone that has been taught by Eddie 
Torres. Among his many accomplishments he has been the subject of feature articles, has performed on 
stage with such Latin music legends like the late great Tito Puente, has appeared on Television programs, 
toured the globe, was the receiver of Salsa’s 1st Lifetime Achievement Award for Instruction, is the author 
of an instructional video series on mambo dancing, is the director and choreographer of his own dance 
company (The Eddie Torres Dancers), runs a very successful school for mambo dancing and is seen as 
the father (or better yet the Grand Master) of the New York Style of dancing "On 2" (New York Mambo 
Dancing).



Marcus Nieves
Marcus Nieves started dancing in 1998 while out clubbing in one of New Jersey’s hot spots at the time, 
“Foxes”. He was intrigued by the various turn patterns and energy that the local dancers displayed on the 
dance floor. That sparked his interest in Salsa and he began taking dance lessons with Kenny Lopez. In 
1999 Marcus was approached by Luis Zegarra to take part in his dance company “Fuerza Latina.” There 
he gained most of his experience as a salsero, performing in many events around the tri-state area, which 
provided him the exposure he needed to be recognized in the dance scene. In 2000, Marcus began 
dancing under Nelson Flores and his dance team “Descarga Latina,” which opened the opportunity for him 
to take part in the off-Broadway show “Latin Madness”. In late 2002 Marcus worked as one of the “Copa 
Boys” for the world famous “Copacabana” and in 2003 he fulfilled his dancing goal of becoming a member 
of the “Eddie Torres Dance Company” for which he dance and toured around the world. He then joined 
several of his old dance partners from the ET dancers in a collaboration team called “Latin Soul Dancers” 
which he performed with all of 2007. Today he is also the dance instructor at his own MDN Latin Dance 
Studio in New Jersey.



Integration into a Curriculum
This can be made as part of a standalone dance unit or part of a multi-unit latin 
dancing curriculum that includes various other types of dances like Merengue and 
Bachata.

As a starting point I originally implemented this as a 15 lesson unit. However, this 
can be easily modified to be much shorter or longer depending on the knowledge 
of the teacher, length of your class period, and interests of the students.



Unit Plan
Lesson 1 - Introduction, Timing, and Counting

Lesson 2 - Semi Circle, Susie Q

Lesson 3 - Hook Step, Side Basic

Lesson 4 - Susie Hook Combo, Downtown

Lesson 5 - Introduce Partner Work



Unit Plan
Lesson 6 - Reviewed Partner Work, Right Turn

Lesson 7 - Susie Cross Susie, Cross Body Lead, Second Right Turn

Lesson 8 - Susie Q Plus, Angled Susie, Review the two right turns

Lesson 9 - Review Susie Q Plus, Angled Susie, Downtown, Susie Cross

Lesson 10 - Braid, Angled Back, 4 Corners, Inside Left Turn



Unit Plan
Lesson 11 - Review Inside Left Turn

Lesson 12 - Turn Combo, Review Partner work

Lesson 13 - Integration of solo step combined with a semi

Lesson 14 - Angled Braid, 1.5 Right turn with double pump

Lesson 15 - Angled Slave



Sample Class Schedule
56 Period

6 Minutes to Change/Take Attendance 

8 Minutes Whole Class Warm-up

35 Minutes Salsa group goes into Multipurpose room

6 Minutes to Change Back/Cool Down 



Salsa Class 
5 Minutes - Salsa Warm-Up Song played twice so students can practice counting 
while they are dancing

15 Minutes - Teaching a individual footstep of the day

15 Minutes - Partner Work 

This can be changed around so that some days more time is spent on individual 
footwork or on partner work.



Salsa Rubric 

See attached word document



Special Thanks
I would just like to take the to thank Marcus Nieves for all the instruction and time 
he has spent with me to enable me teach me this style and how to dance it well. 

He always emphasizes making sure your basics and timing are flawless before 
trying anything advanced because if what your are dancing isnt in time with the 
music it doesn’t “count”

Thank you again Marcus!

If you live in the Northern Jersey area please come in and try one of his classes. 
You will not regret it. He is located MDN LATIN DANCE SCHOOL, (STATE FAIR 
MALL) 289 Main St. Belleville, NJ 07109
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